ISCA EUROPE
At the ISCA General Assembly, November 2015 the European members present decided to reconsider the scope of work and leadership of a continental committee ISCA EUROPE.
ISCA EUROPE has in the previous years had its focus on political advocacy towards European
Institutions such as European Union (Parliament and Commission), the Council of Europe and World
Health Organisation region Europe. The leadership of ISCA EUROPE was for the period 2012-2015
governed by three person Task Force with the chairman being member of ISCA Executive
Committee.
Based on the recent years of experiences the ISCA Executive Committee would appreciate that the
members in Europe establish a continental committee (ISCA EUROPE) to support our mission at the
Pan-European continent.
To identify the scope of work ISCA members in Europe was invited to join a survey in July and August
2017. We are glad to see that 32 key member organisations replied to the survey about future of
ISCA EUROPE. Below you will find the results of the survey.
Summary of survey:
All respondent are in favour of establishing a continental committee ISCA EUROPE.
35 % of the respondent suggest to continue with focus on political advocacy but 65% suggest to
include other tasks and topics, such as ‘facilitating thematic networks’ and ‘campaign
communication such as Now We MOVE campaign”.
On the question “What do you expect from ISCA?” the answers are equally shared on Advocacy,
representation, run projects, organise conferences and meetings and sharing knowledge.
Also mentioned are ‘State of art capacity building’, ‘Networking among members’ and establish coownership of initiatives/brands such as Moving Age’.
On the question: ‘What can you do for ISCA?’ respondent strongly indicate participating or leading
projects (96%), sharing political knowledge and participate campaigns and congresses.

Next step:
At the ISCA General Assembly the 7th of October ISCA EUROPE will be addressed by ISCA president
and Executive Committee. We will discussed how we can take the next step to formulate ISCA
EUROPE Scope of work and as well elect leadership. This can take various formats: such as Advisory
board, smaller Task Force or Committee.
It is the opinion of the Executive Committee to firstly describe the scope of work and then elect
format of leadership/governing body and finally elect the leadership team.

What should be ISCA EUROPE scope of work?

What do you expect from ISCA ?

What can you do for ISCA ?

